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Abstract

Blockchain is an innovative application of distributed storage, consensus
mechanism, cryptographic algorithm and other computer technologies.
As the underlying architecture of blockchain, consensus mechanism is
the key to realize service-oriented applications of blockchain in terms
of its security, efficiency and scalability optimization. In some high
complexity consensus mechanism such as Practical Byzantine Fault Tol-
erance (PBFT), throughput is severely reduced as the number of nodes
increases, and even in low complexity algorithms such as Raft, the
load on leader is severely affected as the network size increases, which
affecting consensus efficiency. To solve these problems, in this paper,
we propose a node reliable shard model based on guarantee tree (GT-
NRSM) that achieves high scalability while ensuring a certain degree of
decentralization and security based on consortium blockchain. Firstly,
we design a guarantee mechanism to represent the trust relationship
between nodes, and then we design a reliable node selection strategy
based on the guarantee mechanism to evaluate the node guarantee results
and consensus behavior, determine the node trust status, and identify
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malicious nodes and select a list of trusted leaders. Secondly, we pro-
pose a Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism, where deputy detects the
heartbeat of leader while the deputy activity is detected by consensus
nodes. Finally, we use guarantee mechanism and reliable node selec-
tion strategy to design a network partitioning method to achieve high
concurrent consensus for multiple partitions and greatly improve the con-
sensus efficiency. Subsequent experiments show that the throughput of
the proposed algorithm improves by 48% over Raft and is much higher
than PBFT, which has higher throughput and lower consensus latency.

Keywords: Blockchain, Consensus, Shard, Leader election,Guarantee Tree

1 Introduction

Blockchain is a revolutionary technology that has received strategic attention
from various countries [1, 2], it is a traceable and growing distributed ledger
database that relies on a cryptographic algorithm, consensus mechanism, and
peer-to-peer (P2P) network technology to link blocks together in a chain-
like structure. With the combination of blockchain technology with several
scenarios such as finance, trade, law, and the Internet of Things, blockchain
research and applications have shown an explosive growth trend and have
become an emerging technology with equal influence and promise as big data,
artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and autonomous driving[3].

Blockchain, as a decentralized and distributed system, has decision making
power dispersed among various nodes. Each node needs to agree on the block
data. Therefore, there are fundamental and practical obstacles to its wider
applicability. Previously, it was generally believed that the most critical issue
of blockchain was the trilemma of decentralization, security and scalability.
But now with the addition of the concept of trust, trust is very important for
blockchain scalability and there is a trade-off between trust and decentraliza-
tion. A blockchain system with trusted nodes does not compromise security
even if the consensus process is reduced. Thus the impossibility triangle the-
ory of distributed systems can be extended to a quadrilateral in blockchain
systems, increasing trust. The issue of blockchain scalability requires a deeper
study of the trade-offs.

Bitcoin processes about 3-4 transactions per second, while Ether processes
only 14 transactions per second, and consensus algorithms designed based
on Consortium Blackchain, such as PBFT consensus algorithm throughput
decreases severely as the number of users involved in consensus increases.
Scalability is the main obstacle facing the implementation of blockchain
applications[4]. To further improve the scalability of blockchain systems, exist-
ing approaches can be divided into off-chain and on-chain solutions. Off-chain
solutions are currently divided into payment channels, side chains, off-chain
computing, and cross-chains, avoiding the computational costs of traditional
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blockchain systems that require each honest node to receive, store, and send
relevant data, and to agree among all nodes while ensuring the order of the
total amount of valid data. The solution has applicability in some cases, but
in many application scenarios, the solution is needed, i.e. to record, verify
and save all data. Giulio Malavolta et al.[5] defined an anonymous multi-
hop locks(AMHL) cryptographic algorithm for designing privacy-preserving
Primary Care Networks(PCNs) that is compatible with multiple cryptocur-
rencies, allows atomic swapping and interoperability from the bottom, and the
algorithm has been applied to PCNs in lightning networks. Rami A. Khalil
et al.[6] proposed a non-custodial second layer financial intermediary solution
that prevents double spending and guarantees user control over funds by using
a decentralized blockchain ledger with smart contracts as a means of dispute
resolution. Kalodner et al.[2] proposed a smart contract enabled cryptocur-
rency system Arbitrum, which frees miners from the execution and verification
of smart contracts to improve scalability, with smart contracts done off-chain.
J Kwon et al.[7] designed Cosmos, an independent blockchain network that
can connect different blockchain platforms and can independently parallelize
and interact with each other to achieve interoperability and scalability.

On-chain solutions differ from off-chain solutions where the chain han-
dles the main chain structure by modifying some aspects of it; they do not
introduce another chain or perform any task outside the main chain, but
focus on the consensus, network and data structure of the blockchain. Cur-
rently there are mainly block data processing, Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG)
directed acyclic graph structures, sharding techniques, and concurrent solu-
tions. Jeremy Rubin, M. Naik et al.[8] proposed a Bitcoin improvement scheme
that converts Bitcoin scripts into Merkle trees of their Merkelized Abstract
Syntax Trees(MAST) branches, unused scripts can be removed from the block,
and when the Merkle proof returns True, the transaction proponent needs to
provide a proof of the Merkle tree with the missing script branch in order to
prove spending bitcoins. Sompolinsky et al.[9] proposed a PoW permission-
less blockchain PHANTOM based on the DAG structure, which promotes the
directed acyclic graph of bit blocks to Satoshi Nakamoto’s blockchain. It can
distinguish between blocks correctly mined by honest nodes and blocks created
by malicious nodes that choose to deviate from the mining protocol. Sharding
technology is one of the existing solutions with high research significance. Par-
wat Singh Anjana et al.[10] proposed a parallel smart contract framework to
execute smart contract transactions concurrently using Software Transactional
Memory Systems(STM). Miners use multiple threads to execute smart con-
tract transactions simultaneously to generate the final state of the blockchain.
Most of the existing network sharding techniques are based on geographic clus-
tering or random number sharding. The sharding method based on geographic
clustering can hardly provide effective guarantee for sharding reliability, while
the random number sharding method can guarantee slicing reliability, but the
sharding communication consumption is large.
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This paper proposes an on-chain solution for federated chains that aims
to improve the scalability of traditional blockchain systems by weakening
a certain degree of security and decentralization. In summary, the main
contributions of this paper include the followings:

• We put forward a node-guarantee mechanism that applies the idea of node-
guarantee and designs a Maximum Guarantee Tree(MG-Tree) to visualize
the trust relationship between nodes.

• We propose a reliable node selection strategy based on node evaluation
with guarantee mechanism, which can evaluate node behavior and calculate
Trust Value, including leader election scheme and anomalous node determi-
nation and elimination scheme, which reduces both the number of anomalous
nodes and the possibility of anomalous nodes becoming leader, so that the
total number of malicious nodes does not exceed the maximum number
tolerable by the network.

• Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism is proposed, which can quickly achieve
leader’s rotation when leader is abnormal and reduce the impact of leader
abnormalities on the consensus process. In which deputy detects the heart-
beat of leader, while deputy itself is detected by consensus nodes. In
this paper, we compare Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism with the
Raft’s leader election, and experiments show that the consensus latency
of Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism is improved by 9% compared with
Raft.

• We design a consensus partitioning model based on guarantee mechanism
and reliable node selection strategy, which divides the shards according to
node reliability and trust relationship between nodes, and ensures that the
number of nodes between shards is approximately equal. It can effectively
improve the transaction processing speed while ensuring shard’s reliability.

• We put forward a GT-NRSM applied to consortium blockchain with high
performance as well as high scalability, and the communication complexity
of the algorithm is O(N).

• We conduct experiments in terms of throughput, node anomaly model,
leader’s rotation delay, horizontal and vertical of sharding, and block
scalability, and compared the experimental results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the research
results related to blockchain consensus algorithms, trust model, and consensus
partitioning techniques. Section 3 introduces the current consensus model.
Section 4 describes and analyzes the proposed algorithm in detail. We evaluate
the performance of our proposed algorithm in Section 5. Finally, we conclude
the paper and discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Related work

Related work areas covered by GT-NRSM: blockchain consensus mechanism,
trust model, sharding technology.
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2.1 Blockchain consensus algorithm

A blockchain is essentially a distributed ledger. All users in a distributed
network can record in the ledger through consistency protocols[11]. There
are various kinds of consistency protocols, and consensus algorithms are an
umbrella term for these consistency protocols. Consensus algorithms can be
broadly classified into two classes: proof class and voting class.

The most famous proof of consensus algorithm is the proof of work (PoW)
mentioned by Satoshi Nakamoto in the Bitcoin white paper. In PoW, all users
have the same bookkeeping rights. The first user to figure out the PoW prob-
lem gets the correct bookkeeping rights[12] and also receives a certain amount
of bitcoins as a reward. PoW bookkeeping requires a large amount of comput-
ing power resources for value-free computations. Bahri et al.[13] proposed a
proof-of-trust (PoT) blockchain in which peer-to-peer trust is evaluated and
used as a partial replacement for PoW in the network based on a trust graph
that appears in a decentralized manner and is encoded and managed by the
blockchain itself, which can reduce resource consumption.

In proof of stake(PoS), the block producer’s decision is determined by the
value of equity held by the user. The higher the equity value, the more likely
it is to become a billing node, but the vast majority of equity resources are
still controlled by a few users. The rich get richer. Cheng et al.[14] introduced
behavioral credits in the PoS mechanism based on the original PoS, estab-
lish credit ratings, and interact with monetary age. In this way, the income
distribution of the nodes involved in the generation of the PoS mechanism is
made more fair and reasonable, improving social stratification and resisting
the tendency of system centralization.

Unlike proof algorithms, voting algorithms do not require a lot of hashing
operations and require a lot of communication between nodes. Raft consensus
algorithm is an early distributed consistency algorithm that achieves consen-
sus from the perspective of multi-replica state machines by managing the log
replication of multi-replica state machines. However, it only considers fault
tolerance for erroneous nodes and has no Byzantine fault tolerance. Huang
et al.[15] proposed a two-level consensus mechanism RBFT with supervisory
nodes for federated chains. First, the network nodes are grouped and the group
adopts the improved Raft mechanism for consensus, and then the leaders
elected from each group form a network committee and the network commit-
tee adopts the PBFT mechanism for consensus within the network committee.
RBFT has Byzantine fault tolerance and can has Byzantine fault tolerance
and high consensus efficiency, and thus has higher scalability.

The PBFT consensus algorithm was first implemented in Fabric v0.6.0.
This consensus algorithm selects a master node from the whole network
nodes responsible for creating blocks, and then excludes malicious nodes from
influencing the consensus after three stages of voting, but the O(N2) commu-
nication complexity makes the system performance degrade as the network
size increases. Gao et al.[16] proposed a novel optimized practical Byzantine
fault-tolerant consensus algorithm T-PBFT based on the eigentrust model,
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where the algorithm evaluates node trust through transactions between nodes
to select high-quality nodes in the network to build consensus groups. It can
optimize Byzantine fault tolerance and reduce the probability of perspective
change and communication complexity. The consensus algorithm makes the
blockchain very useful in many scenarios. The following table1 compares the
various consensus algorithms mentioned above and analyzes the advantages
and disadvantages of each consensus algorithm from different aspects.

Table 1 Performance comparison of different consensus algorithms

Name Raft[17] PoW[18] PoS[19] PBFT[20] GT-NRSM

Decentralization Medium High High Medium Medium
Security Low High High Medium Medium

Consistency Medium Weak Weak Strong Medium
Scalability Medium Low Low Medium High

Communication complexity N N N N2 N
Leader election Medium / / Slow Fast

Resource consumption Less more less less less

2.2 Trust model

The trust model was first systematically discussed by Marsh, who first for-
malized trust with a mathematical model and proposed a model for trust
metrics in terms of relevant attributes such as the content and degree of trust.
Trust models can be classified into centralized trust models and distributed
trust models based on the presence or absence of third-party management.
The engentrust[21] and peertrust[22] are two classical trust evaluation mod-
els in distributed networks for trust evaluation of distributed network nodes
to avoid untrustworthy transaction objects and improve the security of trans-
actions. The engentrust iteratively calculates the global trust value based on
the direct trust value between nodes, and proposes that the recommendation
behavior of nodes with high trust is biased and trustworthy; the peertrust
calculates the direct reputation of nodes based on the interaction evaluation
between nodes, and uses the feedback evaluation between nodes, the number
of transactions, the trustworthiness of the feedback evaluation, the transaction
time, the amount and the environment as calculation factors to calculate the
reputation value of nodes.

Song et al.[23] proposed a multidimensional trust index system and
evaluation mechanism (MDTEM) for fintech built on blockchain to design
blockchain-based index system and evaluation mechanism for direct trust,
indirect trust, recommendation trust and feedback trust in fintech, which
can effectively improve the secure application of fintech trust mechanism.
Pal, S et al.[24] proposed a blockchain-based trust management framework
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that allows independent trust providers to implement different trust metrics
on a common set of trust evidence and provide individual trust values. We
use geographic location as proof of interaction. Zhang et al.[25] proposed a
sharding model to optimize fault tolerance, number of cross-sharding transac-
tions, and sharding trust. Its application to a blockchain system can help it
improve the trustworthiness of its sharded transaction processing and reduce
its transaction latency, thus enhancing the scalability of existing technologies.
Lahbib et al.[26] proposed an IoT-based blockchain trust architecture to eval-
uate device trustworthiness, define trust scores for each device, and securely
store and share them with other devices in the network by embedding them
in blockchain transactions. It can effectively ensure system resilience against
tampering and attacks, reliability, and low complexity of IoT scenarios and
applications. Shala[27] et al. proposed a new approach to integrate blockchain
technology into the trust assessment process and presented the concept of using
blockchain for decentralized Machine to Machine (M2M) application service
delivery within the system. The data integrity is verified by introducing a P2P
overlay combined with a blockchain network.

2.3 Sharding technology

Traditional blockchains have serious throughput issues. Originally a technique
used for databases, the great advantage of sharding is that each sub-shard
is parallel to the others and different transactions are processed between the
shards.

At present, blockchain mainly includes three types of sharding: network
sharding, transaction sharding, and state sharding, among which, network
sharding is the foundation and state sharding is the bottleneck[28]. Network
sharding divides the whole network into different shards by a certain organi-
zation, and each shard processes some transactions in the whole blockchain
in parallel, and each part of the transactions is completely different, so that
multiple transactions can be verified at the same time. Transaction sharding
enables each network shard to have stronger processing capability for trans-
actions. It divides the client’s cross-sharding transactions into several related
sub-transactions, and the cross-sharding transactions of different shards can
be processed in parallel. In order to reduce the pressure of storing the ledger
in each node, state sharding stores each part of the completely different ledger
in each shard, and the whole shard network forms a complete ledger. Under
the current technical conditions, both network sharding and transaction shard-
ing have a more desirable implementation, while there are still many technical
problems in implementing state sharding.

Since 2016, LUU et al.[29] proposed a sharding Elastico algorithm to
expand the capacity in the database, in which the node sharding technology is
combined with blockchain technology, and PoW sharding with Byzantine Fault
Tolerance(BFT) consensus is used to reduce the number of consensus users and
improve the transaction processing speed. Zamani et al.[30] proposed a Rapid-
Chain public blockchain sharding protocol that does not require a trusted
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initial setup and enables parallel transaction processing, storage and communi-
cation, which can tolerate up to 33% of failed nodes across the network species,
uses a cross-sharding communication protocol that avoids relaying transactions
to the entire network nodes, and uses Visual Secret Sharing (VSS) to achieve
randomness and ultimately greater throughput and scalability. Since then
blockchain sharding technology has started to become one of the mainstream
methods of blockchain scaling. Kokoris-Kogias et al.[31] proposed Omniledger
to add committee refactoring to Elastico and proposed an anti-locking solu-
tion for cross-slice transactions, which effectively solved the problems of low
Elastico operational efficiency and cross-sharding transactions. Chainspace was
proposed by Al-Bassam et al.[32] to build a smart contract application platform
on the basis of sharding, fostering communication sharding and computational
sharding for transactions and smart contracts. Sel-Daniel et al.[28] proposed
an approach to solve the data availability problem (DAP) in the context of
slicing by reusing Casper’s validator to achieve inter-node collaboration. In
addition, Dange et al.[33] uses database sharding to achieve scalability of the
blockchain and uses trusted random numbers generated by trusted hardware as
the criteria for node assignment, which ensures the activity and security of the
whole protocol to some extent. Kwak et al.[34] proposed a hierarchical nego-
tiation mechanism based on service area sharding to improve the performance
degradation due to increased system traffic. Yang et al.[35] used sharding tech-
niques combined with a hybrid model to build an online e-voting system that
guarantees the security of the voting process.

3 Frameworks and model

In this section, we provide problem statements for the general framework of
GT-NRSM, network model, and node model.

3.1 Algorithmic framework

As shown in Figure 1, GT-NRSM is essentially a state machine replication
algorithm. A transaction is distributed by the client, and leader generates a
block and distributes it to the consensus nodes within shard. The consensus
nodes verify the block, cast a ballot, and execute a log replication request
if the block is valid. Otherwise, they will discard the block. the goal of GT-
NRSM is to achieve data consistency across state machines efficiently and
securely for client-side transactions. GT-NRSM consists of three parts: (1)
Reliable node selection strategy, (2) Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism, (3)
Consensus partitioning model. The reliable node selection algorithm is mainly
used for malicious node identification and leader node selection, Dual-Leaders
supervision mechanism is mainly used to ensure leader availability and achieve
consistent and robust data consensus within shard, and consensus partitioning
model is mainly used to divide the consensus domain and achieve reliable and
efficient high concurrent consensus.
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Fig. 1 GT-NRSM system framework structure

The reliable node selection strategy achieves node evaluation by calculating
Trust Value, which is implemented based on the guarantee mechanism. The
guarantee mechanism establishes a link between all consensus nodes and other
nodes once before the consensus cycle starts, tests the link duration as the
communication cost, calculates the guarantee value to other nodes based on
the communication cost and the consensus behavior of the target node, and
finally generates a MG-Tree according to the maximum guarantee principle.

Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism is to add a deputy in place of the
leader in each shard. The leader is responsible for receiving client-initiated
transactions, packaging the transactions and initiating consensus requests to
the consensus nodes in the shard. Deputy periodically receives heartbeats from
leader, and if there is a significant delay in the heartbeat or no heartbeat is
received at all, deputy then directly broadcasts instead of leader, and the con-
sensus node within shard then initiates a new deputy campaign request. This
mechanism improves the reliability of the system and ensures that consensus
does not block due to leader performance issues.

Consensus partitioning model provides a network shard partitioning
method, which first delineates the list of leader and the number of shards by a
reliable node selection algorithm, and then introduces a guarantee mechanism,
in which each shard is connected to a consensus node according to the max-
imum guarantee principle, while ensuring that the number of nodes in each
shard is approximately equal. This mechanism reduces the communication
pressure of the system and effectively improves the consensus speed.

3.2 Network model

The system model defines the number of nodes as n=3f+1. The system can be
guaranteed to operate correctly with no more than f Byzantine fault nodes and
f down nodes. Byzantine fault nodes are subject to malicious interference with
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consensus decisions or downtime, such as not sending messages or sending error
messages. Network communication is a reliable p2p communication network.
Consensus nodes can receive messages from other nodes. Broadcast messages
cause the sender to send the message to all nodes in the network including itself.
In this paper, a semi-synchronous network model is used. An upper bound
is set on the message transmission time △t. It is the time interval between
sending and receiving. If the communication time exceeds △t, the message is
no longer processed.

3.3 Node Model

As shown in Figure 1, we illustrate the relationship between the nodes by
defining the architecture diagram. The node states in the traditional consensus
algorithm are mainly divided into leader and consensus nodes, and in GT-
NRSM designed in this paper, the concept of monitor is added, and the detailed
description of each definition is as follows.

Definition 1: (Consensus Nodes) The replicas in the system that participate
in consensus are called consensus nodes. For the node numbered i sent by
leader is defined as Ni. As shown in Equation 1, the set of all nodes involved
in consensus is denoted by the symbol G. Node Ni(i=[1,n],Ni ∈ G) is aligned
with the other nodes of G through the consensus mechanism.

G = (N1, N2, · · · , Ni, · · · , Nn) (1)

Ni = (Gi, sti, hi, vi, li, Si, Ci) (2)

As shown in Equation 2, where Gi denotes the consensus node ID and
IP list saved by the node except itself, sti denotes the state the node itself
is in, where sti ∈< leader, candidate, follow >, and the tasks of each node
in different states will be introduced in detail in Section 4. hi indicates the
height of the block whose node has reached the latest state. vi indicates the
view number. The view will be updated when the consensus cycle ends and
leader pair changes. li indicates leader index, and the value may change only
when the consensus cycle ends or when deputy initiates a campaign. Si denotes
the list of shards in which the node is located, and the consensus node only
makes decisions on the transactions initiated within the shard. Ci denotes the
guarantee value of consensus node for other nodes, and updates the guarantee
value for other nodes whenever consensus node receives a guarantee request
from monitor.

Definition 2: (Leader) Leader is selected from the consensus nodes, and
leader is divided into two types of leaders as well as deputy, such as the leader
of the shard is defined as li 1 and deputy is defined as li 2, and the set of all
leaders is represented by L. As shown in Equation 3, Leader li (i=[1,n],li ∈ L)
is maintained by deputy and kept consistent with other nodes.

L = (l1, l2, · · · , li, · · · , ln) (3)

li = (Ni, Bi, SBi, FBi,△t) (4)
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As shown in Equation 4, where Ni is the variable built in for leader as the
consensus node, and Bi is the node malicious behavior judgment made by the
leader based on the final consensus result for the decision of the consensus node
within the shard. SBi is the number of correct decisions made by consensus
nodes within shard in the cycle, and FBi is the number of malicious interfer-
ence or wrong decisions made by the shard consensus nodes in the cycle. △t
is the upper limit time for deputy to receive heartbeats from leader.

Definition 3: (Monitor) In order to implement node evaluation and consen-
sus sharding, GT-NRSM algorithm introduces the concept of monitor, which
is not involved in consensus decision, but only responsible for generating
Leader List and the Shard List, and monitor is defined as M .

M = (G,L,GM,B, TV, S) (5)

As shown in Equation 5, where G denotes the list of IP addresses of con-
sensus nodes, L denotes the node index of leader, GM denotes the guarantee
matrix composed of guarantee values, which is reset and updated by moni-
tor when requesting guarantee values from consensus nodes, B denotes the
node consensus behavior, which is identified by leader for consensus node deci-
sions after each round of consensus in the cycle and broadcasted uniformly
by monitor, TV denotes nodes’s Trust Value, which is updated after the con-
sensus cycle based on the guarantee tree and consensus behavior, S denotes
the shard’s index list where each node is located, based on which each node
determines its own shard index and consensus node list within shard.

4 Proposed algorithm

Existing blockchain consensus algorithms, such as PBFT, use multiple N-N
broadcasts to experiment with data consistency, and this approach makes the
blockchain consensus algorithm communication complexity of O(N2) , and up
to O(N3) for PBFT if view transformation occurs[36]. Then, the distributed
system consensus algorithm Raft, although the algorithm communication com-
plexity is O(N), does not operate in a Byzantine environment and its leader
needs to meet the high concurrent broadcasting conditions, and leader down-
time resulting in leader rotation still slows down the consensus process, which
in turn affects the normal efficiency of the blockchain system[37].

In order to solve the problems of insufficient security and inefficiency of the
existing blockchain consensus layer. Firstly we first put forward a node guar-
antee mechanism to represent the trustworthy relationship between nodes. We
design a reliable node selection strategy based on this to establish a node eval-
uation model, which can effectively evaluate nodes based on their performance
and behavior. Secondly, we put forward a Dual-Leaders supervision mecha-
nism, in which Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism each other to perform
transaction distribution operations in turn. We also propose a consensus parti-
tioning model, which selects leader based on a reliable node selection strategy
and implements partitioning through a guarantee mechanism. Finally, we put
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Fig. 2 Example of MG-Tree generation process with M matrix

forward a GT-NRSM secure and scalable consensus algorithm with O(N) time
complexity, which can support concurrent consensus while implementing mali-
cious node identification and screening, and can effectively solve the problem
of low consensus throughput and security.

4.1 Reliable node selection strategy

Most of the traditional consensus mechanisms are implemented based on weak
centralized ideas, that is, the implementation of random leader rotation. Leader
is the core role in the consensus process, leader to send and receive transactions.
Copy nodes to verify transactions, if there are malicious nodes in the network
to interfere with the consensus, there is a probability to affect the final decision.
Even extreme cases if the malicious node is elected leader, the system will have
a great security vulnerability resulting in the consistency of the blockchain
system failure.

First, we put forward a guarantee mechanism among nodes, where all con-
sensus nodes will calculate the guarantee value to other nodes and finally
generate an adjacency matrix containing the guarantee values of all consensus
nodes to other nodes, and finally find a critical path with maximum guaran-
tee sum in this matrix to form a MG-Tree. The guarantee value represents the
trust of nodes to other nodes. In the network ordinary consensus nodes do not
have the ability to judge whether other nodes are trustworthy. This paper stip-
ulates that in the case that nodes do not show incorrect behavior, nodes give
priority to trust nodes with similar addresses or shorter communication time,
and in unstable network conditions, nodes will be down or malicious behavior
in the consensus process, and then the consensus behavior is added to one of
the trust value measurement parameters. Firstly, the communication cost is
calculated as:

Ti = ti − t (6)

As shown in Equation 6, t is the time when consensus node initiates the link
request, and the consensus node replies to Trust Value after receiving the
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request from other nodes, and the time when Trust Value is received is ti. The
guarantee value is calculated as follows:

mi =
(TS − ti)

(TS − t)
− γ(

V
∑

x=1

ρA +

V
∑

x=1

ρAL) (7)

As shown in Equation 7, where mi denotes the guarantee value to node i,
and TS is the deadline for receiving true, i.e., consensus node is not processing
link replies after TS time. γ is the influence factor of node consensus behavior
on the guarantee, the larger the value of γ the greater the influence of consensus
behavior on the guarantee value. mi decreases as ti increases. If the replica
node does not receive the link reply message, or the received message times out
again or the node has too many wrong consensus times resulting in a negative
guarantee value, the guarantee value of the node is set to 0. After that monitor
collects the guarantee value of each node to generate the guarantee matrix as
shown in Equation 8, and the guarantee tree is generated with the guarantee
matrix M as an example.

M =

















0 4 2 5 6 3
4 0 3 4 1 7
8 9 0 5 8 3
6 5 7 0 6 5
1 8 5 3 0 1
1 3 7 6 5 0

















(8)

In the guarantee matrix, each row of values represents the evaluation made
by the node to other nodes, for example, mij represents the evaluation made
by node i to node j. The node cannot generate the guarantee value to itself.
Monitor adjusts the guarantee adjacency matrix before calling MG-Tree gen-
eration algorithm, resetting the main diagonal element, i.e., mii element, to
0. Reliable node selection strategy generates a collateral mechanism, and the
behavior of each node affects its guaranteed node reputation value, so each
consensus node will eventually guarantee only one consensus node. But each
consensus node can be guaranteed by multiple consensus nodes at the same
time, and it is necessary to try to ensure that the node guaranteed by each
node is the node with the largest guarantee value. MG-Tree generation process
is shown in Figure 2.

The algorithm first selects consensus node with the largest guaranteed
value as the source, then establishes the graph topology sequence, links con-
sensus node with the largest guaranteed value for that node into the tree, and
sequentially finds the node with the largest guaranteed value for the node on
the guaranteed tree into the guaranteed tree. Finally forming a MG-Tree with
all nodes out of degree 1. The pseudo code is as follows.

To avoid the appearance of mutual guarantees, MG-Tree is generated based
on the maximum guarantee principle, i.e., the sum of the guarantee values of
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Algorithm 1 Guarantee tree generation algorithm

Input: OtherNodeID TrustV alue LeaderSum LeaderTerm Behavior
GuarantMatrix

Output: TrustV alue
1: for (id = 0; id < len(OtherNodeId); id++) do
2: Punishment[id] = −(2 ∗ TrustV alue[id]/PI)∗

(arcsin(Behavior[id]/LeaderSum ∗ LeaderTerm))
3: Reward[id] = (LeaderSum ∗ LeaderTerm−Behavior[id])/

(LeaderSum/LeaderTerm)
4: UpdateTrustV alue[id] = −Punishment[id] +Reward[id]
5: end for
6: for i = 0; i < len(OtherNodeId); i++ do
7: for j = 0; j < len(OtherNodeId); j ++ do
8: if GuarantMatrix[i][j]/textgreatermax&i! = j then
9: s = jandMax = GuarantMatrix[i][j]

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: vis[s] = true;
14: for (i = 0; i < len(OtherNodeId); i++) do
15: for (j = 0; j < len(OtherNodeId); j ++) do
16: for (k = 0; k < len(OtherNodeId); k ++) do
17: if GuarantMatrix[j][k]>max&vis[j] == false&vis[k] ==

true&j! = k then
18: p = j
19: q = k
20: max = GuarantMatrix[j][k]
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: end for
25: GuarantTree[p][q] = GuarantMatrix[p][q]
26: vis[p] = true
27: GuarantRisk[p] = 1/(1 + exp(−GuarantTree[p][q]/Max))
28: UpdateTrustV alue[p] = UpdateTrustV alue[p]+

(GuarantRisk[p] ∗ UpdateTrustV alue[p])
29: TrustV alue = TrustV alue+ UpdateTrustV alue
30: return TrustV alue;

all nodes accessed is guaranteed to be the maximum, instead of guarantee-
ing the maximum guarantee value of each node accessed. i.e., each node has
the possibility to guarantee a node that is not the node with the maximum
guarantee value. The reliable node selection strategy determines the reliability
of each node by the guarantee value made by the node before consensus and
the behavior of the node in the consensus phase, which is called Trust Value.
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If the guaranteed node is a consensus node and has no abnormal behavior
in the consensus process, then both the guaranteed node and the guaranteed
node will be rewarded with the corresponding Trust Value; on the contrary,
if the node has abnormal behavior, then a chain effect will be formed and
the abnormal node and its children will be punished by reducing their corre-
sponding Trust Value. If a node behaves abnormally, a chain effect is formed,
and both the abnormal node and its children will be penalized by reducing its
Trust Value. If the guaranteed node is only a normal consensus node in the
consensus cycle, guaranteed nodes are rewarded with Trust Value.

The change in Trust Value of node A is shown in Equation 9:

TA = TA + FA ∗GB +GA (9)

Where, TA is Trust Value of node A, FA is the guarantee function,GB is the
influence function of A’s guarantee node B, and GA is the influence function
of node A’s own behavior on the Trust Value during the consensus process,
the model considers Trust Value change from two directions: node itself and
guarantee node. For the newly joined nodes, Trust Value will be initialized, and
the nodes whose Trust Value drops to 0 will be relegated to observer nodes, and
to prevent the nodes from growing without limit, Trust Value reward for the
nodes with high Trust Value will be reduced and the penalty will be increased.
The guarantee function for Trust Value of node is shown in Equation 10:

FA =
1

1 + e( − P/MAX)
(10)

Where P denotes the guarantee value given by node A to the previous node
in the maximum guarantee spanning tree, and MAX denotes the upper limit
of the guarantee value. In this formula, the larger the value of P , the larger
the FA, while controlling the size of FA between 0.5 and 0.75 can solve the
problem of reducing the usability of the model due to the implication of too
large guarantee weight or too small guarantee weight.

The node A’s own consensus behavior affects the function GA as shown in
Equation 11:

GA = RA − PA (11)

Where RA represents the normal consensus reward for consensus set nodes
and PA represents the penalty function for downtime and malicious behavior
of consensus set nodes during the consensus process.

The node’s Trust Value reward function RA is shown in Equation 12:

RA =

V
∑

x=1
σA

EA ∗ V
(12)

To ensure the balance of node’s Trust Value, the reward function needs to
ensure that the normal consensus node’s Trust Value will not grow indefinitely.
So the design is limited by the number of consensus cycle rounds that nodes
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Fig. 3 Leader rotation process in the Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism

participate in to limit Trust Value growth, the more nodes participate in con-
sensus conversely the lower node’s Trust Value reward. The node’s Trust Value
penalty function PA is shown in Equation 13:

PA = −
2 ∗ TA

π
∗ arcsin(

V
∑

x=1
ρA

V
)− (e(

V
∑

x=1

ρAL− 1)) (13)

If a single or a small number of consensus nodes are down or malicious
behavior has a small impact on the consensus process, ARCSIN function will
increase the penalty according to the number of node problems, and to control
the node’s Trust Value, it will be punished according to the percentage of
existing Trust Value, so the higher Trust Value, the more Trust Value will be
deducted when there is a problem. If the node shows abnormal behavior in
the whole consensus cycle, Trust Value will be cleared 0; if leader fails to have
a greater impact on the consensus process, leader rotation will slow down the
consensus efficiency, so the penalty of its Trust Value is larger when doing
evil to leader, and monitor will increase exponentially with the number of
consensus.

The reliable node selection strategy is based on the principle of high penalty
and low reward, and the cost of node failure or evil is high. In the design of
the node evaluation algorithm, in order to prevent misjudgment that normal
nodes are wrongly identified as malicious nodes, only nodes with frequent
abnormalities in a single consensus cycle will be demoted due to Trust Value
clearing 0. As long as the node’s Trust Value is not clear 0, it still has the right
to participate in the guarantee and consensus as a consensus node.

4.2 Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism

Leader plays a central role in the consensus mechanism, and is responsible
for sending and receiving transactions and determining the consensus behav-
ior of nodes in GT-NRSM, if leader is down and leader rotation occurs, it
will seriously affect the running process of the consensus algorithm. In order
to increase the fault tolerance of the consensus algorithm, we propose a reli-
able and efficient Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism. As shown in Figure
3,the following describes Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism’s supervision
and rotation process.
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After the consensus node with index value IDk receives Trust Value list
SL from monitor, it first updates Trust Value list SL j of the shard nodes and
sorts them, and the two nodes with the highest Trust Value broadcast the
node campaign request V oteReq =< State, IDk, LastLogk, termk, Svk

> in
the shard. where state is a binary value, with leader and deputy representing
the primary node campaign type, indexed by IDk after receiving VoteReq, the
message is first verified as follows.



















IDk ∈ SLj

LastLogk ≥ LastLogj

termk ≥ termj

Svk
≥ Svj

(14)

The validation process is shown in Equation 14, if the validation does
not pass, it returns False signal representing against the vote, if it passes, it
returns True signal, if node receives the same type of leader request initiated
by multiple nodes at the same time, after each campaign node has passed the
validation, it compares the node’s Trust Value and returns True signal for
the node with the maximum Trust Value, while the other nodes return False
signal. If the campaign node receives more than 1/3 affirmative votes, it initi-
ates a leader campaign success notification to the replica nodes within shard
as well as monitor. Inside the shard, when the consensus node receives the
notification, it modifies local leader index and returns True Value to leader to
indicate that it has accepted the fact that the other party is leader. After mon-
itor receives 2 ∗ Shard Num leader campaign success notifications, it returns
the client Leader List.

In the consensus process, deputy within the shard will regularly receive
the heartbeat from leader of sending and receiving transactions, as well as
periodically broadcast the heartbeat to replica nodes within shard. If deputy
does not receive the heartbeat from the leader within t time, it will initiate
the notification to the replica nodes within the shard and the client of its
own election as leader. After receiving the notification, the replica nodes will
first verify whether the if not, it returns False signal, if yes, it returns True
directly, and the client updates Leader List after receiving the request for node
replacement. If replica node does not receive the heartbeat request from deputy
within t time, it broadcasts deputy node campaign request within the shard,
if it receives more than 1/3 node consensus request, the node broadcasts the
notification of elected deputy, after the replica node receives the notification,
it modifies the local deputy’s index and returns True signal.

4.3 Consensus partitioning model

To solve the problem of low scalability of consensus algorithm in general, this
paper put forward a consensus partitioning model based on guarantee mech-
anism and dynamic weights. Shard idea is one of the most effective means
to enhance the consensus algorithm at present, the throughput is limited by
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Fig. 4 Consensus partitioning model

network bandwidth and communication delay, the blockchain is adding new
blocks, it must ensure that the last block has got a certain synchronization
rate in the whole network. In the process of transaction verification and exe-
cution, leader must perform state machine replication with every consensus
node in the whole network, and each consensus node must store the state asso-
ciated with every account and every DAPP in the whole network in memory
for access during transaction validation. The ”Impossible Triangle” theory of
blockchain suggests that the most effective way to obtain a design paradigm
with high capacity and high throughput rate is to scale horizontally. Figure 4
illustrates the network partitioning model designed in this paper. Therefore,
this paper proposes a consensus partitioning mode based on node guarantees
and dynamic weights. The algorithm follows the principle of maximum credi-
ble guarantee within shard while ensuring a balanced number of nodes in the
shard. The algorithm selects the node with the highest Trust Value according
to the number of shards by the reliable node selection algorithm and puts it
into the shard as the initial node, and then invokes the guarantee mechanism
to build a tree topology by linking the guarantee values in each shard.

First, we designed the second guarantee mechanism, pseudo code as shown
in the figure, assuming that the number of replica nodes in the network is N
and the number of shards is N S, as shown in the figure toM matrix example in
the network in the condition of the provision of two shards sub-tree generation
process. After monitor finishes updating Trust Value, N S nodes are selected
in descending order and put in each shard respectively. Finally, in this matrix,
assuming the number of nodes is N and the number of shards is N S, monitor
updates Trust Value and selects 2*N S nodes in descending order and puts
them in each shard respectively. In the guaranteed value adjacency matrix
generated by consensus node with N S nodes with the highest Trust Value as
the root of the tree, establish the graph topology sequence, link the consensus
node with the largest guaranteed subtree root to the corresponding sub-tree,
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and sequentially find the node with the largest guaranteed value for nodes on
all subtrees to link to the tree, and the number of nodes in each shard shall not
exceed (N/N S)+1 If the number of nodes exceeds this value, the shard is full
and no more node access is received, finally forming a maximum guaranteed
directed tree with all nodes except the root node with degree 1. As shown in
Figure 5, the M matrix is used as an example to specify the generation process
when the number of shard is 2.

Algorithm 2 Reliable node selection algorithm

Input: OtherNodeID LeaderList TrustV alue GuarantMatrix
Output: ShardList
1: for (id = 0; id < len(OtherNodeId); id++) do
2: ShardList[id] = −1
3: end for
4: for i = 0; i < len(LeaderList); i++ do
5: ShardList[id] = i
6: end for
7: for j = 0; j < len(OtherNodeId− LeaderList); j ++ do
8: max = 0
9: p = −1

10: q = −1
11: for j = 0; j < len(OtherNodeId); j ++ do
12: for k = 0; k < len(OtherNodeId); k ++ do
13: if GuarantMatrix[j][k]>max & ShardList[j] == −1 &

ShardList[k]! = −1 & len(OtherNodeId)/len(LeaderList)>via[ShardList[k]]
then

14: p = j
15: q = k
16: max = GuarantMatrix[j][k]
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: if p == −1 then
21: break
22: end if
23: ShardList[p] = ShardList[q]
24: via[ShardList[q]]+ = 1
25: end for
26: return ShardList;

4.4 GT-NRSM secure and scalable consensus algorithm

The algorithm applies reliable node selection strategy, Dual-Leaders supervi-
sion mechanism, and consensus partitioning model, which solves the problem
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Fig. 5 The process of shard based on the guarantee mechanism

of unreliable consensus nodes and inefficient consensus, and the time com-
plexity of the algorithm is O(N). It supports node activity detection as well
as node fault tolerance. First, we describe the execution logic of each node,
and then analyze the security, activity and complexity of the algorithm. The
flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6. The algorithm includes four
phases, Request: Feedback, Commit, and Reply, where Request and Feedback
are executed before the consensus cycle starts, and Commit and Reply will be
executed cyclically in the cycle. monitor, leader, and consensus nodes in the
figure can represent different roles of nodes.

As shown in Figure 7,the detailed steps for each stage are as follows:

• Request phase: we assume that the current state consensus cycle is Ri,
in this phase, first the client sends Request1 < LeaderReq = True >
to monitor to request for Leader List, monitor receives the signal and
starts to call the node based on the obtained consensus behavior state
and the guarantee tree generated by the Ri−1 cycle The selection policy
updates the node Trust Value, selects Leader List of Ri cycle and mali-
cious nodes based on updated Trust Value, stores the list in the cache and
initiates the request for guarantee value generation broadcast Request2 <
IDm, Ri, Bi,Mi, GuaranteeReq = True >, sets the timeout time Tr, and to
reduce the communication consumption, we compressed the communication
flow by broadcasting Leader List as well as the malicious node broadcast
simultaneously with the guarantee request.

• Feedback phase: After receiving Request2 message, node Nj verifies and pro-
cesses the message in three steps, 1) determine whether IDm is correct and
whether Ri is greater than the latest consensus cycle Rj that the node is in,
if IDm is less than the locally saved IDj

m then return an error processing
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Fig. 6 GT-NEFM algorithm consensus flow

request Feedback1 < GuaranteeRespond = False, ErrorID,ErrorTi >
eliminate malicious nodes and update the local consensus node list accord-
ing to the malicious node index provided by monitor, 2) establish a link
with each node by transmitting the true signal, test the link length as the
communication cost, and generate a consensus value of the node based on
the communication cost and the consensus behavior of the node to other
nodes guarantee value, 3) return monitor IDj and guarantee value list

Feedback1 < GuaranteeRespond = False, IDj , Guj
i >. After receiving

Feedback1 message from IDj , monitor deposits the guarantee value into the
guarantee matrix Gui in the cache pool according to the node index, and
after reaching Tr time, monitor stops receiving Feedback1 message, does
the guarantee tree generation algorithm on the guarantee matrix, puts the
guarantee tree into the cache, and is called before Ri+1 starts. Call shard
algorithm to generate the final Shard List by Leader List and the guarantee
matrix, and broadcast the shard ShardReq < IDm, SL, TV > to the consen-
sus node list concurrently, after the consensus node receives the ShardReq,
it will update its own shard listS Lj and the shard’s node Trust Value list
T Vj , and return the client Leader List : Feedback2 < IDm, Lei >. After
the consensus node receives Shard List, it updates its own Shard List and
modifies leader index.

• Commit and Reply phase: After receiving Feedback2, the client takes the
transaction from the transaction pool, sorts the transaction and starts to
concurrently distribute the transaction to the incoming and outgoing trans-
action nodes in the shard, leader receives the transaction set, parses the
transaction and generates the block, sends the transaction to the replica
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Fig. 7 GT-NRSM process main communication flow

node in the shard. Reply stage, after receiving the transaction, the node
verifies the transaction, if the block passes, it returns True, if the verifica-
tion fails, it returns False, if leader receives more than f+1 passed votes, it
means the block is legal, if it receives no more than f+1 passed votes or no
more than f+1 failed votes, it means the block is not legal and discards the
block. After leader makes the final decision, it counts the replica node votes,
records the replica node downtime in the shard and whether it is inconsis-
tent with the final decision, sends the node consensus behavior to monitor,
which records it and finally returns the decision to the client. After receiv-
ing the return message from all leaders, the client determines whether the
consensus count reaches the upper limit of consensus cycle, if not, it contin-
ues to repeat the above steps, and if it reaches the upper limit, it requests
a new round of Leader List from monitor.

5 Experiments and results analysis

5.1 Experimental platform and experimental

environment

In this section, we analyze GT-NRSM from four aspects: throughput compari-
son, malicious node identification, leader rotation delay, and shard experiment.
The specific go language is used to build, the remote call is implemented by
GRPC, the data persistence is implemented by MySQL, the block generation
interval and the node sending heartbeat time are reasonable values.

5.2 TPS comparative analysis

Transaction throughput is an important performance metric for distributed
systems. The throughput of a system is usually determined by the number
of concurrent transactions and the number of transactions per second (TPS),
as shown in Equation 15. We use it to test and compare the performance of
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the average TPS of different consensus algorithms

several algorithms.

TPS =
Tran− len

△t
(15)

Where Tran-len is the number of transactions contained in a block, 1T is the
generation time of a block, and the GT-NRSM protocol requires Trust Value
updates and partitioning outside the consensus cycle, so the communication
consumption outside the consensus cycle is calculated in the consensus TPS
in the experiment.

1T = T imeconsensus + TrustV alueupdate + T imeShard (16)

Due to the different consensus algorithms, the intervals between blocks are
also different. To ensure the accuracy of the experiment and the stability of the
system, we specify consensus on 100 blocks * 1000 simulated transaction data.
After the test, the transaction time is calculated uniformly. We conducted the
experiment by fixing the amount of data and changing the number of nodes,
and the experimental results are shown in Figure 8. The experimental results
show that both GT-NRSM and Raft have high throughput for the same data
volume and different number of nodes, and GT-NRSM improves 48% over Raft
in terms of throughput and is much higher than PBFT due to the concurrent
consensus of sharding.
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Fig. 9 Change of Trust Value of 10 nodes

5.3 Malicious node identification analysis

The reliability of nodes is ensured by the reliable node election strategy in the
GT-NRSM protocol, i.e., the nodes are judged to be malicious nodes based
on their cumulative malicious consensus count, and when the reliability of a
node is lower than a threshold value, the node is judged to be malicious and
all consensus nodes are broadcasted to reject the value index, thus optimiz-
ing the network environment. In this experiment, 10 nodes are deployed for
Trust Value reward and punishment test and the number of consensus cycles
is assumed to be 10. where node 1 is a continuous malicious node and node 8
is a discontinuous malicious node. The node Trust Value variation is shown in
Figure 9. It can be observed from the figure that the average Trust Value of
the nodes is increasing and the difference in Trust Value is not significant, in
which node 1 drops to 0 after successive rounds of malicious behavior and is
judged by the algorithm as an abnormal node and removed from the network.
Node 8 performs evil behavior in round 1, round 6 and round 10, respectively,
and its penalty cost still increases accordingly; node 2 and node 4 do not per-
form evil behavior, but they wrongly vouch for malicious nodes, so the final
Trust Value is lower than most normal nodes. Overall the reliable node selec-
tion strategy can meet the requirements for malicious node identification as
well as dividing the shard.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of leader rotation delay for different consensus algorithms

5.4 Leader rotation latency comparison analysis

In the Raft consensus protocol, if the replica node does not receive the heart-
beat of the incoming autonomous node, it will determine that it has failed
and will adjust its identity status to that of a candidate and initiate a leader
election request. GT-NRSM protocol applies a Dual-Leaders rotation super-
vision strategy to reduce the communication consumption of leader election,
if the heartbeat of leader is detected by the supervisor node, the heartbeat
of the supervisor node is detected by the replica node. If the heartbeat of
leader is detected by the supervisor node, the heartbeat of the supervisor
node is detected by the replica node. Since the time required for leader rota-
tion is extremely short, in order to achieve an accurate comparison, we put
leader rotation algorithm of Raft’s algorithm and leader rotation algorithm
of GT-NRSM of this paper into the same sample. We test both algorithms
for 20 groups to calculate their time delays, and the experimental results are
shown in Figure 10, where the horizontal coordinates represent the number
of rounds and the vertical coordinates represent the time delays. The experi-
mental results show that Dual-Leaders supervision mechanism of GT-NRSM
outperforms Raft algorithm in terms of running time. GT-NRSM can achieve
the principal node turnover in a shorter time after the downtime of leader and
reduce the impact on the consensus process.
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(a) 3 shards (b) 4 shards

(c) 5 shards
Fig. 11 Comparison of TPS for 3 (left), 4 (right), and 5 (bottom) shards

5.5 Comparative analysis of the effect of shard

Transactions in the fast confirmation network are collected by slicing as trans-
action blocks. Compared to the longer wait time required for the confirmation
of a Bitcoin transaction block, the shard can also reach consensus on the trans-
action block and add it to the blockchain in a shorter period of time. As a
result, the transactions contained in the transaction block are also confirmed.

5.5.1 Vertical scalability analysis

The common problem of current mainstream consensus algorithms is that the
consensus process requires a large number of node communications. the GT-
NRSM algorithm reduces the number of consensus node communications in
a consensus process, but inter-node communications still consume a lot of
resources. To test the impact of the number of nodes on the performance of the
blockchain system, we test TPS variation of the number of consistent nodes
within a shard with different block sizes with a constant number of shards, as
shown in Figure 11, where the horizontal coordinates indicate the number of
rounds and the vertical coordinates indicate the TPS. It can be found that with
a fixed number of shards, TPS of GT-NRSM is lower as the number of nodes
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(a) 40 Nodes (a) 50 Nodes
Fig. 12 TPS comparison of 40 (left) and 50 (right) nodes

increases, which is because in GT-NRSM, each additional node increases the
thread communication of leader sending log preparation requests and collecting
voting information. So the higher the number of nodes in the shard, the longer
the time to maintain inter-node consistency, the higher the communication
consumption with leader, and the longer the time required in the consensus
process.

5.5.2 Horizontal scalability analysis

In this paper, GT-NRSM improves the performance of blockchain systems by
dividing consistent resources. To test the horizontal scalability of GT-NRSM,
we test the relationship between the number of shards and TPS for different
number of nodes when the block size is 1000. As shown in Figure 12, the hori-
zontal coordinates indicate the number of rounds and the vertical coordinates
indicate the TPS. It can be found that the consensus speed of GT-NRSM
increases as the number of shards increases, while TPS increases. However,
the increase becomes slower and slower, and TPS tends to be stable. This
is because while keeping the number of nodes within a shard constant, each
additional shard adds a concurrent consensus process to process the data,
thus increasing the consensus speed of the blockchain system in the consen-
sus phase. As the number of shards increases, the time required to monitor to
receive consensus behavior, execute the shard algorithm, etc. also increases.
So the growth of TPS becomes smaller and smaller until it is flat. Therefore,
with the constant amount of consensus data, the overall consensus time cost
decreases as the number of shards increases, and TPS of GT-NRSM protocol
increases until it stabilizes.

5.6 Block scalability analysis

In the GT-NRSM protocol, the number of data entries in a block can be con-
figured according to business needs in order to optimize the efficiency of the
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Fig. 13 Comparison of TPS for different number of transactions within a block

blockchain system. In order to study the impact of block size on the process-
ing speed of the blockchain system, the scalability of blocks was tested and
analyzed. Specifically, we tested the processing speed of different transaction
volumes in a block under different conditions. Twenty rounds of testing were
conducted for each block size under different conditions. TPS was averaged,
and the value of the error bar is the standard deviation value of the throughput
of the 20 blocks, as shown in Figure 13. The horizontal coordinates indicate the
different numbers of nodes and shards, and the vertical coordinates indicate
TPS.

6 Conclusion and future work

The scalability issue of consensus mechanism is currently the main obstacle to
the implementation of coalition chain applications. In this study, we propose
the GT-NRSM to solve the current problems of low blockchain scalability, poor
node reliability and balanced quadrilaterality. GT-NRSM is a consensus pro-
tocol mainly for reliability evaluation and consensus network slicing applied
to coalition chains. Firstly, we introduce the concept of guarantee and build
the node evaluation model and network shard model based on the guarantee
mechanism to ensure the reliability of shard while achieving the expansion of
the blockchain. Secondly, we propose leader supervision mechanism to effec-
tively reduce the rotation delay caused by leader downtime and reduce the
impact of leader downtime on consensus process. The experimental results
show that GT-NRSM has higher fault tolerance, faster consensus efficiency,
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greater system throughput and better scalability, and has obvious advantages
over the applied consensus algorithms. GT-NRSM cannot effectively identify
many types of network adversary attacks, and in future research, we plan to
specifically investigate how to further study the shardng model using artificial
intelligence techniques to deepen the network sharding scheme. In addition,
an optimized scheme will be designed to determine the optimal block size and
interval to improve consensus efficiency through deep reinforcement learning.
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